Investigating such particular species helps us understand the relative contribution of differential gene expression to behavioural variation and, ultimately, to phenotypic plasticity.
The peacock blennies investigated by Cardoso et al. (see Figure 1 ) feature a sex-role reversal, with females courting and breeding with several males whereas solely nestholder males provide parental care to broods and invest in female attraction, secondary sexual characters (SSCs) and breeding territories (Gonc ßalves, Almada, Oliveira, & Santos, 1996) . In addition to these territorial males, there are sneaker males that mimic females phenotypically and behaviourally in order to fertilize eggs deposited in the nestholders' territories. Depending on their birth date, sneakers change into nestholders in their first (transient pathway, only short phase of being a sneaker) or second breeding season (Fagundes et al., 2015) .
In their study, Cardoso et al. established a de novo transcriptome to then assess expression in brain tissue from females, territorial and sneaker males. Importantly, they also included "transitional males," which do not anymore show female mimicking but also not yet nestholder SSCs. This latter group is reproductively inactive, probably due to focusing their energy investment into somatic growth.
The experimental design including territorial, sneaker and transitional males allowed to disentangle sex-specific expression potentially implicated with reproduction from sex role-specific behaviour as well as sex role-specific phenotypes.
Overall, they found that all four phenotypes separated according to their brain transcriptomes-not only differentiating sexes but clearly, and even more so, behavioural morphs, implying that neurogenomic states correspond to behavioural statuses at reproduction. Characterizing the morph-specific gene expression patterns, it further appeared that downregulation of gene expression is more specific within each phenotype than upregulation.
Another important observation is that of all four phenotypes, sneaker males showed the most divergent gene expression patterns. to maintain its sexual identity. So in the end, it might be gene expression that regulates how we date, no matter if one uses an app to find a mate or the nest of someone else.
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